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This pioneering anthology released by Transgress Press is the first of its kind, presenting raw,

unadulterated testimonies of transsexual menâ€™s experiences of sex reassignment surgery. The

collection offers a comprehensive understanding of why transsexual men choose genital surgery

and its transformative impact on their lives. Hung Jury has widespread appeal, catching the

attention and interests of a wide and diverse readership looking to understand transsexuality, sex,

and gender identity. Because the book breaks new ground in LGBT, Gender, and feminist studies

moreover, it is also an excellent read for courses taught in these academic fields. Books may be

ordered from www.Transgresspress.com.
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Excellent reading material, it has opened my eyes to the reality of bottom surgery, specifically

phalloplasty. I had previously believed the anti-phalloplasty views that had been spread about

throughout the FTM transcommunity. Thank you to Chase Ross (YouTuber UppercaseChase1) for

creating the dispelling phalloplasty video and Finn (YouTuber FinnTheInfinncible) for documenting



his journey. I am eternally grateful to the both of them for recommending Hung Jury as critical

reading material for those looking for bottom surgery testimonials. I'm glad I decided to do my own

research and invest in purchasing this book. Truly life-changing.

I found this book an easy ready, enjoyable because of the personal testimonies of men who have

lived through the experience of genital surgery. It didn't just touch base on their surgeries changed

their genitalia, but how their surgeries changed their relationships with others, their perceptions of

themselves, and their mental health.

An under-discussed topic but one that's important to a lot of trans men. This book does a great job

gathering a variety of perspectives, from people who have had different experiences regarding their

'bottom surgery'. Not overly graphic or detailed, but honest. Lots of introspection and food for

thought, especially for those who may be considering their own surgical goals. Very informative, and

written in an informal, relatable way.

As a trans man this answered allot of my worrys,gave me a little information on how it may go and

gave me closures on my own feelings. So happy i read this book.I recommend this to somone who

wants to know a bit more on ftm men and gives you some ideas of what can go through a guya

head.

this is a very good book for health providers who previously thought that FTM bottom surgery was

pretty much a wash as the end results were too lacking to be worth the money, time and pain.

However I have to reassess my position on this, as it does seem that the surgeries are improving

and I discovered some things that I didn't know; such as how the sensativity of a newvo penis

makes for incredible sex. So much more to think about.

It's great to be able to read something about FTM bottom surgery that focuses on what a good

experience it can be from the point of view of guys who have already had it instead of complaints

about how it's not good enough from guys who haven't (and often haven't looked into anything).

Very informative and great individual stories. I found a lot of the information helpful in my research

for SRS. I would recommend this book for any transman looking to hear others experiences. I would

also highly recommend this book for friends, family, and partners of transmen to help give more



insight to the things we go through as transmen.

I can recommend this book warmly, it was very important in making my own decisions regarding

surgery. I want to thank the authors and editor for a great work!
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